Observations suggest that there is a significant fraction of O-stars in the field of the Milky Way that appear to have formed in isolation or in low mass clusters (<100 M ). The existence of these high-mass stars that apparently formed in the field challenges the generally accepted paradigm, which requires star formation to occur in clustered environments. In order to understand the physical conditions for the formation of these stars, it is necessary to observe isolated high-mass stars while they are still forming. With the Hubble Space Telescope, we observe the seven most isolated massive (>8 M ) young stellar objects (MYSOs) in the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC). The observations show that while these MYSOs are remote from other MYSOs, OB associations, and even from known giant molecular clouds, they are actually not isolated at all. Imaging reveals ∼100 to several hundred pre-main-sequence (PMS) stars in the vicinity of each MYSO. These previously undetected PMS stars form prominent compact clusters around the MYSOs, and in most cases they are also distributed sparsely across the observed regions. Contrary to what previous high-mass field star studies show, these observations suggest that high-mass stars may not be able to form in clusters with masses less than 100 M . If these MYSOs are indeed the best candidates for isolated high-mass star formation, then the lack of isolation is at odds with random sampling of the IMF. Moreover, while isolated MYSOs may not exist, we find evidence that isolated clusters containing O-stars can exist, which in itself is rare.
INTRODUCTION
Approximately 20 percent of the Galactic main sequence O-stars are isolated field stars (e.g., Mason et al. 1998 ). After correcting for clustered environments and runaways, only 4 -10 percent of all O-stars appear to be truly isolated (e.g., de Wit et al. 2004 Wit et al. , 2005 Zinnecker & Yorke 2007) . Isolated field O-stars are also suggested to account for 20 to 30 percent of the high-mass stellar populations in star-forming galaxies (Oey et al. 2004) . The existence of these stars is perplexing when one considers two theoretical expectations: 1) the relation between the maximum stellar mass and the hostingcluster mass excludes O-stars from forming in clusters with masses ≤ 250 M (e.g., Weidner & Kroupa 2006) , and 2) the maximum stellar mass is set by the high-mass end of a fullypopulated stellar initial mass function (IMF; Oey & Clarke 2005) . In favor of in situ formation, Monte Carlo simulations of a randomly sampled IMF suggest that "isolated" O-stars are likely formed in clusters with numerous unseen lowermass stars (Parker & Goodwin 2007) , while contrary to being formed in situ, field O-type stars are proposed to be explained as runaway stars that are difficult to trace back to their original cluster or are remnants of clusters that have undergone significant dissolution (e.g., Pflamm-Altenburg & Kroupa 2010; Gvaramadze et al. 2012) .
According to the generally accepted paradigm of star formation, stars typically form in giant molecular clouds (GMCs). Lamb et al. (2010) presented a Hubble Space Telescope (HST) study on isolated high-mass stars for eight main sequence OB-stars in the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC). With a detection limit of 1 M , these authors found that two stars are runaways, three are in small clusters, and the remaining three appear to be isolated. Furthermore, two of these isolated OB stars are in H II regions without bow-shocks, increasing the likelihood that they are in their natal environment. Oey et al. (2013) identified in the SMC 14 additional field OB stars with symmetric dense H II regions around them, minimizing the likelihood that these objects have transverse runaway velocities. All stars are confirmed spectroscopically to be strong candidates for field high-mass stars that formed in situ (Lamb et al. 2015) . Given that the main sequence lifetime of these particular O-stars is about an order of magnitude shorter than that of a GMC (∼20-40 Myr in the Local Group, Kawamura et al. 2009; Miura et al. 2012 ), these observations suggest that high-mass star formation may not require GMCs. Therefore, the fact that some O-stars may form in isolation allows for a new and interesting probe of high-mass star formation.
If high-mass field stars represent a population of stars that previously formed in isolation, there should be many highmass stars that are currently forming in isolation. Specifically, considering that there are thousands of stars with M >10 M that are currently in the accretion phase in the Galaxy (Zinnecker & Yorke 2007) , and it has been proposed that 4-10% of O-stars are formed in isolation, the Galaxy should contain 100s of isolated high-mass stars under formation. However, convincing evidence of isolated field stars that are currently in the accretion phase is lacking. The only investigation of such a candidate is that of the compact star-forming region N33 in the SMC, reported by Selier et al. (2011) . These authors did not find any traces of a stellar clustering around the region on scales ∼ > 3 pc, while on smaller scales a marginal concentration of faint stellar sources was discovered clustered around a high-mass O6.5-O7 main-sequence star.
As pointed out by Bressert et al. (2012) , the term "isolated high-mass star formation" can be unclear. Specifically, these authors suggested three possible criteria that may suggest a high-mass star is not isolated: 1) a high-mass star is forming with other high-mass stars in a molecular cloud; 2) the formation of a high-mass star may be triggered by another high-mass star; and 3) a high-mass star was gravitationally bound (within ∼3 pc) with another high-mass star sometime in the past. Bressert et al. (2012) were specifically interested in criterion 3, the least restrictive of the criteria, and found 15 candidates in the 30 Doradus region that may satisfy this criterion. This study is more concerned with the most restrictive of the criteria, criterion 1, and therefore it is more akin to the investigations of field O-stars by de Wit et al. (2004 de Wit et al. ( , 2005 and Zinnecker & Yorke (2007) , who suggested that 4-10% of all Galactic O-stars are not runaways, but formed in isolation.
Our analysis also focuses in particular on high-mass stars at early stages of their formation. During its formation, the highmass star will typically reach the main-sequence (i.e., commencing hydrogen fusion) while still accreting (e.g., Yorke & Sonnhalter 2002; Zinnecker & Yorke 2007) . Since the term "protostar" is typically reserved for pre-main-sequence (PMS) stars, we use the term young stellar object (YSO) for embedded sources. Indeed, the massive YSOs (MYSOs) targeted in this study are associated with ionized gas and are embedded (Seale et al. 2009 ), and thus are on the main sequence and are likely still accreting.
While observations of high-mass star forming regions can be studied at the highest resolution in our Galaxy, surveys of these regions have complications. Distances are typically measured kinematically and have high uncertainties -especially since there is an ambiguity of assigning the velocity to a "near arm" distance or a "far arm" distance. Moreover, the Galaxy has high extinction and confusion along the line of sight, which causes significant difficulty in assigning which emission is happening at which distance. Therefore, it is very challenging to analyze Galactic emission at GMC-scales around MYSOs and to create unbiased and uniform surveys for high-mass star formation in the Galaxy. The Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC), being one of the nearest galaxies to the Milky Way, mitigates most of these problems, and therefore it is an ideal laboratory for uniform surveys of high-mass star formation. Specifically, all sources are at a similar distance of about 50 kpc (Feast 1999, ∼0 .25 pc per arcsecond) and the nearly face-on orientation and low extinction allows for large regions to be studied unambiguously. Due to the observational advantages over the Galaxy, the entire LMC has been targeted by large surveys (e.g., Spitzer, Meixner et al. 2006; Herschel, Meixner et al. 2013) .
Based on the first criterion for isolation proposed by Bressert et al. (2012) , a high-mass star forms in isolation if it is not member of an OB association or of a runaway population. This criterion extended to MYSOs requests that the isolated source should be forming away from an OB association, as well as of any GMC. The close connection between GMCs and high-mass star formation was confirmed by Wong et al. (2011) in the LMC, where the more CO luminous GMCs are found more likely to contain MYSOs. Using Spitzer observations, Gruendl & Chu (2009, hereafter GC09) constructed one of the best, carefully-selected samples of MYSOs across the entirety of the LMC. Specifically, they compiled a catalog of 248 best MYSO candidates. Chu & Gruendl (2008) found that 85% of these MYSOs are in GMCs and 65% are in OB associations. Only 7% of the MYSOs are outside of both GMCs and OB associations, comparable to the amount of Galactic O-stars that appear to be isolated, non-runaway field stars.
We employed HST to follow up on seven of the sources identified in Chu & Gruendl (2008) since they are the best candidates for isolated MYSOs in the LMC. This sample is selected based upon the fact that within 80 pc (see Section 2.1), none of the sources are associated with (i) other MYSOs, (ii) OB associations, or (iii) any GMC. In all cases ground-based Hα observations show that these MYSOs are affiliated with non-elongated, small H II regions and therefore are unlikely to be part of a runaway population. We acquired WFC3 observations in the F656N, F555W, F814W, F110W, and F160W bands to examine the interstellar environment and determine the surrounding stellar populations down to ∼ 0.7 M . The exquisite resolution of HST immediately demonstrated in the reduced images that in fact none of the sources is single and therefore actually isolated. Instead, they are all associated with prominent stellar clusterings around them.
In this paper we present our observations for the search of ongoing isolated high-mass star formation in the LMC and describe the data reduction and point spread function (PSF) photometry applied. We present the analysis of the data for these seven MYSOs in order to characterize in depth the natal environments of high-mass stars that appear as forming in isolation and to constrain more accurately the definition of isolated high-mass star formation. In Section 2, we describe our source selection of the seven MYSOs, the Mopra and HST observations, and the HST photometry. In Section 3, we characterize the isolation of each target in our sample. In Section 4 and 5, we identify the stellar populations associated to these seven MYSOs and characterize their clustering behavior through the entire HST fields. Finally, in Section 6 we discuss our findings in the general context of the phenomenon of isolated high-mass star formation.
SOURCE SELECTION AND OBSERVATIONS
2.1. Source selection As discussed in Section 1, the LMC provides a uniform, unbiased survey of high-mass star formation. (Smith & MCELS Team 1999) . As indicated in the legend, small green ×'s are known stars in OB associations from Lucke & Hodge (1970) , magenta large ×'s are MYSOs observed with HST presented in this paper, large red filled circles are MYSOs identified in GC09, small black empty black circles are sources which were confirmed to be MYSOs in Seale et al. (2009) , and orange, yellow, and blue empty circles are definite, probable, and possible YSOs, respectively, as categorized in GC09. The cyan contours show the CO(1-0) from MAGMA (Wong et al. 2011 ) and indicate locations of GMCs. The cyan border indicates the entire LMC NANTEN (Fukui et al. 2008 ) CO(1-0) survey. The MYSOs observed with HST are numbered, corresponding to the following names: (1) 045403.62-671618.5, (2) 050941.94-712742.1, (3) 051906.69-682137.4, (4) 052124.90-660412.9, (5) 053244.25-693005.7, (6) 053342.15-684602.8, and (7) 053431. 46-683513.9. their MYSO-like spectral energy distributions (Seale et al. 2009 ). In Figure 1 , we show the distribution of all GC09 YSOs throughout the LMC. As per GC09, the figure includes: (1) Definite YSOs, where the spectral features are very consistent with a YSO, (2) Probable YSOs, which appear to be YSOs but have a suggestion of a feature of an alternate source, such as a background galaxy, and (3) Possible YSOs, which are most likely other sources (i.e., stars, background galaxies, diffuse non-sources, and planetary nebulae) but cannot be ruled out as a YSO. Figure 1 also indicates the most massive definite and probable YSOs (8 µm magnitude, [8.0] ≤ 8, as per GC09), OB stars in known OB associations from Lucke & Hodge (1970) , and GMCs from the MAGMA CO(1-0) survey (Wong et al. 2011 ). The MAGMA survey shows the locations of LMC GMCs with molecular gas masses M CO 2 × 10 4 M . This survey used Mopra to re-observe GMCs identified in the LMC NANTEN CO(1-0) survey (Fukui et al. 2008 ) with a higher resolution (11 pc) and approximately the same mass detection limit.
To select for the most isolated MYSOs, we reduced the sample of isolated MYSOs from Chu & Gruendl (2008) down to seven sources based on the following criteria:
1. The MYSO must be spectroscopically confirmed as a MYSO with Spitzer IRS (Seale et al. 2009 ).
2. The MYSO must have an Hα region centered around it (see Figure 2 ) in order to confirm that the star is massive enough to have significant hydrogen ionizing photons.
3. The MYSO must be far from any GMC, i.e., CO emission from the NANTEN/MAGMA surveys.
4. The MYSO must be far from known OB associations.
5. The MYSO must not be near another MYSO.
The latter three criteria are particularly important because MYSOs can achieve high-velocities, and we do not want to include runaway YSOs that have been ejected from their natal environment (e.g., a GMC or OB association). Runaway stars are defined to have peculiar velocities larger than 40 km s −1 but can achieve velocities upward of 200 km s −1 (Blaauw 1961) , though the observed MYSOs likely have lower velocities since bow-shocks are not seen in the Hα emission in Figure 2. Assuming these MYSOs have velocities in the plane of the sky of 40 km s −1 and ages of 10 6 yr, a MYSO can travel a projected distance from its natal environment of ∼40 pc. We chose MYSOs with distances that were twice this value, i.e., sources that have projected distances of more than 80 pc from any GMC, OB association, or other MYSOs. This reduces 053431.46-683513.9 15.32 ± 0.08 14.32 ± 0.07 13.14 ± 0.04 11.12 ± 0.06 10.56 ± 0.05 9.27 ± 0.06 7.74 ± 0.06 3.33 ± 0.11 −1.50 ± 0.22
NOTE. -All numbers are apparent magnitudes for the MYSO taken from GC09. All numbers are apparent magnitudes for the MYSO taken from GC09. a The isolated MYSO name is based on the GC09 location of the right ascension (α) and declination (δ) of each MYSO; e.g., MYSO 045403.62-671618.5 has the coordinates α = 4 h 54 m 3. s 62 and δ = -67 • 16 18. 5.
FIG.
2.-Ground-based Hα images (no continuum subtraction) in inverted grayscale illustrates that the seven isolated MYSO targets have central Hα regions. North is up and east is left. Observations were taken with the MO-SAIC2 camera on the Blanco 4 m telescope; see Stephens et al. (2014) for details of the observations. The field-of-view for each panel is 150 (37.5 pc) on a side. The Gruendl & Chu (2009) our sample of sources to seven isolated MYSOs, listed 16 in Table 1 .
Given these criteria, the members of our sample are found particularly far from other MYSOs, with projected distances ranging from ∼ 150 pc to 600 pc. The distribution of the projected distances between all MYSOs and their nearest neighbor is shown in Figure 3 . Seventy-seven (31%) of the 248 MYSOs in the GC09 catalog do not have another MYSO within a projected distance of 80 pc. Of these, 14 sources have brighter 8 µm emission than the brightest (and most likely the most massive) of our seven sources (MYSO 053342). While these sources could also be appropriate candidates for isolated high-mass star formation, they did not satisfy all of our isolation criteria, and therefore they were not considered for the 16 The sources listed in the table are referred to by their full GC09 names (based on their central positions). Throughout the paper for simplicity we refer to them by their first six digits of the right ascension, i.e., MYSOs 045403, 050941, 051906, 052124, 053244, 053342, and 053431. sample. These criteria are set to assure that our sample observes some of the most isolated MYSOs in the LMC.
Observations

HST Observations and Photometry
We acquired HST images of the seven MYSOs in our sample in five different filters using the Wide Field Camera 3 (WFC3). The observations were performed during Cycle 20 for project GO-12941 (PI: I. Stephens). Two broad-band filters (F555W and F814W) and one narrow-band filter (F656N) were used with the WFC3/UVIS imager, and the broad-band filters F110W and F160W were used with the WFC3/IR imager. Filters F555W, F814W, F110W, and F160W roughly correspond to standard V , I, J, and H bands respectively, while the F656N filter corresponds to Hα. We simultaneously used ACS/WFC for parallel observations in the filters F555W, F658N, and F814W (∼ V , Hα, and I). The angular resolution of these observations can be calculated as R = R 2 + p 2 , p being the pixel size in seconds of arc and R = 0. 21λ/D, where wavelength λ is in µm and the diameter of the telescope D is in meters (2.4 m). The pixel sizes are 0. 04 and 0. 13 for WFC3/UVIS and WFC3/IR respectively and 0. 05 for ACS/WFC. The corresponding resolutions are given in Table 2 , where the HST observations are summarized. The integration times for 045403 are lower than the rest of the MYSOs due to observing restrictions enforced for HST Cycle 20 observations. The field-of-view of both WFC3/UVIS and WFC3/IR is 162 × 162 and 123 × 136 , respectively, and that of ACS/WFC is 202 × 202 .
The observation strategy is primarily focused on deep imaging with two filters, F814W and F160W, in order to create color-magnitude diagrams (CMDs) that are more sensitive to low-mass protostars. Deep observations were chosen for the F814W over F555W because the F555W filter is usually more contaminated by diffuse nebular emission. F160W was chosen over F110W in order to detect the more embedded protostars. Our observations also include both F555W and F110W filters because they provide accurate identification of less embedded stellar populations. These filters also allow for the search for possible areas of extinction through color-color diagrams. Moreover, at low extinction HST WFC3 can reach significantly deeper magnitudes in F110W than in F160W. F656N was included in order to determine locations of classical and compact H II regions, Herbig Ae/Be stars, classical T Tauri stars, and bow shocks that can indicate possible runaway stars. The Hα observations are also used to estimate the spectral types of the MYSOs (see Section 4.3). Since in Cycle 20 WFC3 narrow-bands suffer from Charge Transfer Efficiency (CTE) loss, a post-flash was incorporated for F656N (using the parameter Flash=12). The WFC3 3-color images (using F160W, F555W, and F814W) for each MYSO are seen in Figures 4 -10. In these images it is immediately evident that none of these MYSOs are forming in complete isolation. We investigate the clustering properties of stars in the vicinity of these MYSOs in Sections 4 and 5.
Photometry was performed with the DOLPHOT package 17 (Dolphin 2000) . This package performs PSF fitting tailored to HST cameras. The images were first prepared with the DOLPHOT routines acsmask and splitgroups, which respectively apply the image defect mask and split the original HST _FLT FITS files into a single FITS file per chip. The main DOLPHOT routine was then used to make photometric measurements on the pre-processed images relative to the coordinate system of the drizzled F555W image, which was used as a reference. The output photometry from DOLPHOT is on the calibrated VEGAmag scale based on the zeropoints provided on the WFC3 page. 18 The VEGAmag zeropoints for F555W, F656N, F814W, F110W, and F160W are 25.8160, 19.8215, 24.6803, 26.0628, and 24 .6949 mag, respectively. The HST magnitudes of the MYSOs are indicated in Table 3 .
For the photometric analysis presented in this paper, only the sources with the best photometric quality parameters were kept. Specifically, the sources in the original DOLPHOT output file should meet the following criteria: Object Type = 1 (i.e., a PSF consistent with stellar, non-extended objects), signal-to-noise > 5, sharp 2 < 0.3, crowd < 2, and round 2 < 1. The final stellar photometric catalog is referred to as our clean photometric sample.
Mopra Observations
After our HST observations, Mopra spectra on our sources became available. The MAGMA survey (Wong et al. 2011 ) is a CO(1-0) survey of the LMC that targeted only the locations with NANTEN CO(1-0) emission (Fukui et al. 2008) . While all seven of the isolated MYSO candidates except 050941 were covered by the NANTEN survey (Figure 1 ), none were covered by the MAGMA survey. MAGMA mapped the LMC GMCs at the higher resolution of ∼ 11 pc (NANTEN had a 17 DOLPHOT is available online at http://purcell.as.arizona.edu/dolphot 18 http://www.stsci.edu/hst/wfc3 Each color is on an arcsinh scale and colors were adjusted in each panel to best show the stellar content. For this image, the large green/blue spike toward the south of the YSO is due to a bright foreground star located to the east, outside the field of view.
resolution of ∼ 40 pc), but it covers just ∼80% of the total emission detected by NANTEN. Of the 248 MYSOs identified in GC09, 76 MYSOs were not covered in the MAGMA survey, among which are our seven selected sources. In 2011 June and July, members of our team (PI: T. Wong) performed follow-up single pointing Mopra observations of all these 76 sources, integrating for 10 minutes on each source. The sensitivity is approximately a factor of 2 times better than that of the MAGMA survey. Our seven selected MYSOs were included in these runs, and we present here their Mopra spectra, which are shown in Figure 11 .
In these spectra, CO(1-0) is detected in every MYSO except for perhaps MYSO 051906. The spectrum of this source has two possible CO(1-0) peaks between 250 and 300 km s −1 , but since we do not have velocity information for this MYSO, we cannot confirm whether these are true detections. It should be noted that while there are Mopra detections for almost all considered sources, there are no NANTEN CO(1-0) detections on these MYSOs, which was one of the reasons for NOTE. -"Exposures A" describe the exposure times applied for all sources except for 045403. "Exposures B" describe the exposure times applied for source 045403. a Observations taken parallel to WFC3 and thus are not focused on our targets. b We included a short 10-second exposure with the F656N filter to provide measurements for the saturated sources. Uncertainties in the photometric magnitudes were typically ∼0.001 mag. a A V was calculated based on the Padova isochrones using F110W and F160W magnitudes and assuming a zero-age main sequence star. NOTE. -All numbers are projected distances in pc, using 1 = 0.25 pc and rounding to two significant figures. The distances are lower limits since we consider projected distances. YSOs, clusters, and non-OB associations are not included if they are associated with the nearby star-forming region of the MYSO. a CO(1-0) data from MAGMA (Wong et al. 2011, Data Release 2) , measuring the distance to the center of the nearest pixel in the masked CO integrated intensity map. 050941 actually lies slightly outside the MAGMA and NANTEN survey region ( Figure 1 , Fukui et al. 2008 ), but Spitzer 8 µm emission does not indicate strong emission expected from a GMC. b This is the distance to the closest OB star in the associations from Lucke & Hodge (1970) . Distances to the center of the OB associations can be much larger. c MYSOs have [8.0] ≤ 8 mag and are considered "definite" or "probable" YSOs in Gruendl & Chu (2009) . Intermediate YSOs are "definite" or "probable" YSOs with lower magnitudes. For 045403, a source identified as a galaxy in Gruendl & Chu (2009) is declared as a YSO here (see Section A.1). d Dust clumps that have a Herschel derived far-infrared luminosity LFIR > 1000 L should have an embedded source. Herschel sources are from Seale et al. (2014) . Many YSOs and clumps have failed graybody fits (Seale et al. 2014) , suggesting that some of these distances may be upper limits. e The stellar clusters, associations, and supernova remnants (SNRs) are from Bica et al. (2008) and distances are measured to the center of these sources. selecting them. The lack of NANTEN detections on them limits the molecular gas mass of any potentially associated GMCs to M CO ∼ < 2 × 10 4 M . A possible exception is source 050941 because it was not covered by the NANTEN survey (see Figure 1) . However, based on the lack of very bright emission of this source in the Spitzer 8 µm band (Meixner et al. 2006) , which CO would typically correlate with, we deduce that there is not likely a nearby GMC.
ISOLATION ANALYSIS OF EACH MYSO BASED ON EXISTING
DATA
We characterize the isolation of the seven MYSOs observed by HST by calculating the distances to known astronomical sources. We particularly used the catalogs by Bica et al. (2008) and Seale et al. (2014) , which are constructed from previous known LMC catalogs. The Bica et al. (2008) catalog contains a list of known emission nebulae, star clusters, associations, and H I shells and supershells, while Seale et al. (2014) used new Herschel observations and existing YSO catalogs to find locations of active star-forming regions. Seale et al. (2014) classified Herschel sources as YSOs, dust clumps (which may or may not have cores), galaxies, or unclassified sources. Seale et al. (2014) classified sources as YSOs if they are not identified as galaxies or other sources (e.g., supernova remnants), are detected in 3 Herschel bands, and have bright 24 µm point-like emission. Dust clumps meet the same criteria, except they are not associated with a 24 µm point source. The unclassified sources are all dim and may be very faint YSOs or dust clumps, but they may also be fluctuations in the interstellar medium (ISM). This catalog also provides far infrared (FIR) luminosities based on Herschel graybody fits. We also used Aladin (Bonnarel et al. 2000) to provide a pictorial view of the environment encompassing each MYSO. MAGMA (Wong et al. 2011 ) was used to find the closest known GMCs, and we confirmed that these GMCs are indeed the closest based on the lower resolution NANTEN survey (Fukui et al. 2008) . The catalog of Lucke & Hodge (1970) was used to find the locations of the largest OB associations. All distances were measured using the GC09 positions of the MYSOs.
In Table 4 we summarize the distances (with 1 0.25 pc) to the MYSOs. We also summarize each individual MYSO in the Appendix. It should be noted that in the table and the paper in general we are referring to the projected distances; thus these are minimum distances to each of the objects. Indeed, the LMC is not entirely face-on, with an inclination of approximately 35
• (e.g., van der Marel & Cioni 2001), which implies we are typically underestimating the distances by approximately (1 -cos 35
• ) = 17%. The summary in the appendix characterizes the isolation for each of the MYSOs, based pri- marily on the Bica et al. (2008) and Seale et al. (2014) catalogs. As is shown, all these sources are mostly isolated with no nearby high-mass star formation.
PMS STARS IN THE OBSERVED REGIONS
Identification of the Pre-Main-Sequence Populations
We investigate the young stellar populations detected with our observations within the WFC3/UVIS field-of-view of the regions around the MYSOs. From the clean photometry (see Section 2.2.1), we use the CMDs of the stars detected in the filters F814W and F160W, equivalent to standard I and H photometric bands. The choice of these bands is based on the fact that any young currently-forming stellar population will be visible at longer wavelengths. Stellar photometric measurements using F814W are not affected by diffuse hydrogen emission as in the F555W (∼ V ) band. In addition, the F160W (∼ H) filter is less sensitive to extinction and thus allows for the selection of more embedded sources than the F110W (∼ J) filter. In the CMDs of the observed regions around our target MYSOs, shown in Figure 12 , it is seen that the observed fields cover a large variety of stellar populations. The observed stellar samples comprise the evolved populations of the surrounding LMC field designated by the prominent red giant branch and low-main-sequence features of the CMDs. The majority of the latter populations are essentially faint objects still in their PMS evolutionary stage, i.e., they have not started their lives on the main-sequence yet. They are located at the red part of the observed CMDs, almost parallel to the low-main-sequence.
In order to identify these PMS stars and distinguish them from the evolved main-sequence stars of the nearby LMC field, we decontaminate the observed CMDs from the contribution of the local LMC field with the application of a statistical field-subtraction technique based on the Monte Carlo method. Specifically, we construct the CMD of the most empty area in each observed field, which we consider to be the best-representative of the local LMC field population (we refer to it as the field CMD). We then consider an circular subregion on the CMD around every star in the total CMD, and we subtract from the stars included in this region the corresponding number of randomly selected stars that belong in the same CMD-subregion of the field CMD. Since the area selected for the field CMD is only a portion of the complete observed area, the number of expected field stars in every CMDsubregion was scaled according to the fraction of the surface of the total area over that of the field area. We construct thus the 'clean' CMD of each observed field, which contains only the most probable PMS stars in the region. Figure 4 . This image is centered on the star-forming region rather than the brightest source. The brightest embedded source is located slightly northwest of the image center.
After statistically subtracting the field stars from the CMD of every area, each of the remaining red sources was visually inspected in the F814W and F160W images to ensure that they indeed correspond to real stellar sources in at least one of the filters. Note that while the source might not be visually confirmed as stellar in one filter, the DOLPHOT algorithm may still be able to fit an accurate PSF to the source; as discussed in Section 2.2.1, the analyzed photometry all have a signal-to-noise > 5. The visual inspection was primarily used to remove sources that confused the DOLPHOT algorithm due to diffuse emission and bright halos and spikes emanating from bright stars. Moreover, this visual inspection removed a few sources that were obvious galaxies (e.g., extended sources with some structure) and artifacts in the observations. For 045403, we removed all photometric sources lying within the "blue" glow of the diffraction spike seen in Figure 4 since the photometry here was found to be unreliable. In the CMDs of Figure 12 , field stars are plotted in blue and the most probable PMS stellar populations (derived from our field-subtraction technique and visual inspection) are shown in red. A small fraction of the red PMS stellar sample is expected to be still contaminated by some main sequence stars, but to a very small degree. Therefore we treat all these sources as true PMS stars. In Section 5 we investigate the clustering behavior of these stellar populations in the surroundings of our MYSOs.
Typically, the positions of the PMS stars in the CMD do not overlap with those of the main-sequence stars, and therefore it is quite straightforward for our field-subtraction technique to eliminate completely features that are typical of old populations from the original CMD (e.g., Gouliermis et al. 2011 Gouliermis et al. , 2012 . However, our field decontamination method is not optimized for regions of high differential extinction because evolved stars in such regions strongly contaminate the CMD positions of the PMS stars due to reddening. This contamination also 'hides' the main-sequence turn-on, i.e., the position in the CMD where the PMS stars ignite hydrogen and reach the main-sequence, and which thus determines the youngest age of the PMS populations. As seen in the CMDs of Figure 12 , this issue is quite prominent in the case of the observed field around MYSO 053342, where the main-sequence turn-off contaminates strongly the turn-on and therefore PMS stars are not easily distinguishable from the old field stars. While this method is not optimized for differential extinction across the field, it is sufficient at identifying young clusters in the field, which we discuss in more detail in the following sections.
FIG. 11.-Mopra CO(1-0) spectra centered on the MYSO based on the coordinates given in GC09. Velocities are given the radio kinematic local standard of rest (LSRK) frame. Spectra were smoothed with a Gaussian kernel with a width of four channels (0.36 km s −1 ) after deleting the baseline.
PMS Color-Magnitude Diagrams
The CMDs of the PMS stellar sources remaining after fieldsubtraction and visual inspection in the regions around each of the considered MYSOs are shown in Figure 13 . In these CMDs, stellar evolutionary models for various ages are also plotted. These isochrones are taken from the Padova grid of models (Bressan et al. 2012; Chen et al. 2014; Tang et al. 2014) and range from 0.5 to 100 Myr. They are used for guidance on the evolutionary stage of the observed PMS stars in the CMDs. Isochrones younger than ∼ 5 Myr are generally considered not as well-determined as the older ones. These models also cover the PMS evolutionary phase for which they are qualitatively indistinguishable from the Pisa family of PMS models (FRANEC; Tognelli et al. 2011) for the LMC metallicity (Z = 0.008). While these isochrones provide an approximation of the age and age-spread of PMS stars in the ensembles, they cannot be used at face-value due to several physical characteristics of these PMS stars. In particular, a large fraction of these PMS stars are T Tauri-type stars, which are often dislocated from their theoretical CMDpositions due to, for example, rotational variability, accretion excess, and unresolved binarity (Gouliermis 2012; Jeffries 2012; Preibisch 2012 ). Evolutionary models are also known to be inconsistent with each other (Hillenbrand et al. 2008) at such a degree so that the choice of the appropriate grid of models practically depends on the specific dataset.
The CMDs of the areas encompassing these YSOs typically have PMS stars with ages younger than ∼ 5 Myr. This age-limit is more prominent for the fainter stars, while the brighter PMS stars and those of the turn-on are shown to also fit ages of up to ∼10 Myr. Therefore, both regions host PMS stars at very similar evolutionary stages with ages younger than 10 Myr. However, as mentioned above no actual age can be assigned by a simple fit on the CMD. On the Padova isochrones shown in Figure 13 , we applied extinction corrections on the basis of their fit to the blue part of the upper main-sequence (above the turn-off) of the complete CMDs of Figure 12 . The extinction corrections are indicated in the figure caption of Figure 13 , with A V varying from 0.10 to 0.75 mag. These measurements are based on the extinction law by Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011) for a coefficient R V = 2.1, which was found to fit best the two-color diagrams of the populations. Based on these isochrones, we also give the A V values for the central MYSOs in Table 3 .
Of the seven observed MYSO fields, the region encompassing 053342 is extincted the most, experiencing a strong differential (i.e., spatially-variable) reddening. This is shown in the complete CMD of Figure 13 , where it can be seen that our selection of the young PMS populations was not entirely successful, including several evolved highly extincted giants seen in the bright-red part of the CMD. The isochrones plotted on this CMD are corrected for a minimum extinction of A V 0.75 mag, determined so that the upper-main-sequence fits the blue part of the total observed CMD. As a consequence, the bright main-sequence stars seen on the right of the models in Figure 13 are not poor fits, but highly reddened main-sequence stars, corresponding to a maximum reddening of A V ∼ 3.25 mag. We can assume that the PMS stars in the observed area also suffer from the same differential extinction and therefore their CMD-positions are shifted in a variable manner, in addition to their "intrinsic" dislocation due to their characteristics, as discussed above. Consequently, it is quite difficult to separate the complete PMS population in the starforming region around MYSO 053342 from its surrounding field population. Nevertheless, for the purpose of this paper we are only interested in clusters surrounding the MYSOs, in the area of which we expect a minimal contamination by MS stars.
It should also be noted that while we cannot evaluate accurately the age of these clusters, for the purposes of estimating their masses (Section 5.3) we assume ages of ∼ 1 Myr and 2.5 Myr. While the ages are uncertain, based on the isochrones these values represent the best estimate of the ages of the PMS stars within the field.
Spectral Types of the MYSOs
We determined the approximate spectral type of each MYSO using its Hα luminosity, which is based on the HST observations in the F656N band (Figure 14) . These images allow for a better determination of the emission associated with the MYSO than the Blanco 4 m telescope (Figure 2 ) since HST has superior pointing accuracy and sensitivity. For each F656N image, we draw a polygon around the emission that we judge to be the Hα emission most likely associated with the MYSO. The process of picking such emission can be ambiguous since disentangling ionization from the MYSO, other nearby stars, and the general interstellar radiation field can be very difficult (e.g., MYSO 053244). However, we find that selecting slightly larger or smaller areas than the ones shown in Figure 14 will not change the spectral types determined below.
For each polygon shown in in Figure 14 , the positive Hα pixels were summed to estimate the total flux. We subtracted the local foreground/background contribution from each of these positive pixels. We determined the local fore-FIG. 12.-Color-magnitude diagrams for the seven MYSOs using the F814W and F160W filters of the entire clean photometric sample. Typical stellar populations of the nearby LMC field are plotted with blue symbols. The young PMS stellar sources of each region, determined by statistically decontaminating the complete observed CMDs from the field contribution, are plotted in red. They represent the recent star formation events for each region. An indicative reddening vector for A V = 2 mag is shown in the CMDs only to demonstrate the effect of extinction (Fitzpatrick 1999) ; the length of the vector does not correspond to the actual interstellar extinction in the regions. ground/background value by selecting an empty area in the F656N map and calculated the mean pixel value in this area. For each source, the stellar sources were subtracted from the image in order to avoid stellar continuum contamination. For both 051906 and 053342, the stellar subtraction was negligible compared to the total Hα emission. However, the subtraction was more significant for the other sources.
For these HST observations, the flux surrounding each YSO is given in Electrons s −1 . This was converted to a flux, F Hα in erg s −1 cm −2 , by multiplying by the inverse sensitivity given in the WFC3 FITS header, PHOTFLAM (1.632 × 10 −17 erg cm −2 Å −1 Electron −1 ), and the root-meansquare bandwidth of filter plus detector, PHOTBW (41.89 Å). The Hα luminosity was then calculated via L Hα = 4πF Hα D 2 , where D is the distance to the LMC (∼ 50 kpc).
Spectral types can be determined from the hydrogen ionizing luminosity, Q 0 . L Hα and Q 0 can be related by L Hα = V n p n e α eff,Hα E Hα (1)
where V is the volume of the region, n p and n e are the proton and electron densities of the region, E Hα is the energy of an Hα photon, α eff,Hα is the Hα recombination rate, and α B is the case B hydrogen recombination rate (i.e., optically thick to ionizing radiation; excludes recombinations into the n = 1 state). Assuming an electron temperature of 10 4 K (e.g., Martín-Hernández et al. 2005) , we adopt α B = 2.59 × 10 −13 cm 3 s −1 and α eff,Hα = 1.17 × 10 −13 cm 3 s −1 (Draine 1992) . Therefore,
Note that no extinction correction was made, causing Q 0 to be underestimated.
In Table 5 we match Q 0 to the approximate spectral type following the observational effective temperature scales of class V stars in Martins et al. (2005) . Note that metallicity does not have a major effect on the spectral type of these OBstars, affecting the classification by no more than half a spectral type (Smith et al. 2002) . Each spectral type also has a corresponding mass (Martins et al. 2005 ) which we provide in the last column of Table 5 . Martins et al. (2005) Isochrones from the Padova family of models are shown corresponding to ages 0.5 (red), 1 (orange), 2.5 (yellow-green), 5 and 10 (green), 20 (cyan), 50 (blue), and 100 Myr (violet). While the masses probed by the isochrone strongly depends on the age, the typical isochrone shows a stellar mass range between ∼0.3 and 7 M . Reddening vectors (top-right) represent the minimum correction applied to the evolutionary models in order to fit the observations. This correction corresponds to an A V of 0.50, 0.10, 0.55, 0.35, 0.50, 0.75, and 0.30 mag for 045403, 050941, 051906, 052124, 053244, 053342, and 053431, respectively. These corrections were determined so that the models fit the blue part of the main-sequence and red-giant branch of the complete CMDs of the regions. They represent thus the minimum A V in every stellar sample. and thus we adopt this spectral type for these four sources. The Martins et al. (2005) spectral types as a function of mass fits well with an exponential function, and we interpolate a B0V star to have a mass of 14 M . For this method of calculating spectral types, the ionizing flux is underestimated since the Hα emission is not corrected for extinction, and we over-subtract the stellar sources. However, our assumptions thus far assume only one main ionizing source, i.e., we do not account for multiplicity. Indeed, high-mass stars are expected to be binary systems. Since the relationship between ionizing luminosity and spectral type is far from linear, we do not drastically overestimate the mass of the highest mass YSO due to multiplicity in the system. For example, the ionizing luminosity of 2.4 O7.5V stars (each ∼25 M ) is the same as an O6V star (∼31 M ); similarly, the ionizing luminosity of 2.4 O9V stars (each ∼17 M ) is the same as an O8V star of ∼21 M (Martins et al. 2005) . It is unclear if extinction of the Hα band (suggesting bias toward later spectral types) or multiplicity of the YSOs (bias toward earlier spectral types) has a greater impact for the estimated spectral types. We also note we estimated the current spectral types of the sources; since these MYSOs are embedded as indicated by Spitzer emission, they may still be accreting and could eventually become earlier (more massive) spectral types (Zinnecker & Yorke 2007 ).
CLUSTER ANALYSIS
The stellar charts of the selected young stellar populations around each of the MYSOs are shown in Figure 15 (top panel). These maps show that the considered MYSOs are far from being formed in an isolated environment because there is a large number of young stars around each of the MYSOs. Note that, as discussed in Section 4.1, the field encompassing 045403 has many photometric sources removed due to the large diffraction spike in the field, making the cluster appear more isolated than it actually is. There are two facts derived from these maps: 1) the vast majority of PMS stars are assembled around the MYSOs, apparently in star-forming clusters, and 2) these clusters are not entirely isolated themselves. Specifically, while in the region 051906 there is only one compact stellar over-density around the MYSO, the other regions have clear evidence of young stars in the field surrounding the MYSOs, which are loosely distributed across almost the entire observed field. This indicates that the stellar clusters around the MYSOs for all regions except 051906 are themselves not isolated either, but they probably belong to a larger stellar constellation, related to a larger-scale star formation event and to their parental molecular clouds.
Stellar Surface Density Maps
We investigate the clustering behavior of the PMS stars in the observed regions by first identifying and characterizing the stellar clusters in the regions. To this aim we build surface stellar density maps with the use of our stellar samples and the application of the Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) method (Silverman 1992) . Density maps are constructed by convolving the stellar catalog with a Gaussian kernel. The main input parameter is the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the kernel, which specifies the minimum size of any stellar clustering that can be identified. There is no concrete method to define the optimal KDE kernel for smoothing the stellar maps, which is thus determined through experimentation. The minimum permitted FWHM size, corresponding to the typical PSF size of ∼ 2.5 WFC3 pixels is about 0.1 , which at the distance of the LMC corresponds to ∼ 0.025 pc. However, this limit is essentially the resolution in our photometry (depending on waveband), and therefore a KDE map of lower resolution, i.e., built with a larger FWHM, should be used for identifying statistically important stellar over-densities.
A reasonable minimum size for the identified stellar clusterings is ∼ 1 pc, which corresponds to a FWHM of ∼ 4 (∼100 pixels). Our experiments showed that kernels smaller than this limit produce very noisy maps in which density fluctuations do not allow any concrete identification. On the other hand, kernels larger than 100 pixels begin to over-smooth the data so that the derived size-scale for the detected over-densities are overestimated. Therefore, we use for our cluster analysis the kernel size of ∼ 4 . The constructed KDE maps are also shown in Figure 15 (bottom panel). The surface stellar density maps of the observed fields-of-view constructed with the Kernel Density Estimation from the detected pre-main-sequence population. Each color in the maps shows the same clustering significance above the local pre-main-sequence population. White contours show the 3σ isopleth surrounding each MYSO, where 1σ is 1.20, 2.17, 2.63, 0.99, 1.91, 2.70, and 2.06 PMS-stars pc −2 for 045403, 050941, 051906, 052124, 053244, 053342, and 053431, respectively. These maps show that the seven sources are far from isolated, in the sense that their immediate environments are populated by a large sample of young PMS stars, which are distributed in a clustered fashion.
Stellar Clusters around MYSOs
The identification of stellar clusterings in the KDE maps as statistically important over-densities, was made for those having density above a certain threshold in the maps. This threshold is given in σ above the local density background, where σ is the standard deviation of each map. Regions in the KDE that appear at a minimum level of 3σ and persist at higher levels are considered as bonafide stellar clusters. The 3σ identification threshold for each map is shown with the white isopleth line in the KDE maps of Figure 15 . With this method we identified a single important concentration in each region. These concentrations correspond to the compact clusters seen around the MYSOs in both the stellar and KDE maps of Figure 15 . For 045403, 050941 052124, and 053244, secondary smaller clusters above the 3σ threshold (and a tertiary for 053244) are found.
The characteristics of the MYSO clusterings, as defined within the 3σ isopleth of the KDE maps, are given in Table 6. Cols. 2 and 3 show the spectral type and maximum mass, m max , for each source (see Section 4.3). Coordinates of the clusters' centers, which correspond to their KDE density peaks are given in Cols. 4 and 5. Col. 6 shows the number of the stars in the clean photometric sample within the borders a Spectral types and masses are derived using the HST Hα observations according to the effective temperature scales by Martins et al. (2005) . Spectral type estimates do not take into account multiplicity or extinction. See Section 4.3 for more information. b Number of stars in the cluster from the complete clean photometric sample. c Two radii are given; the equivalent radius (defined as the radius of a circle with the same area) and the maximum radius of the cluster. Elongation is the ratio of the two radii, rmax/requiv. d Approximate embedded cluster mass (Mecl) assuming isochrone ages of 1 Myr and 2.5 Myr for all stellar sources within the cluster. Cluster mass is likely underestimated due to differential spatial extinction and high extinction of sources at the envelope scale. e Mecl expected from analytically based on the IMF (Weidner & Kroupa 2004) for the observed mmax given in column 3. f Mecl expected from the typical mmax-Mecl relation for the observed mmax given in column 3.
of every cluster. The approximate size of each cluster is given by the so-called equivalent radius (e.g., Román-Zúñiga et al. 2008) in Col. 7. This radius is defined as the radius of a circle with the same area, A cl , as the area covered by the cluster (r equiv = A cl /π). We also give in Col. 8 the radius, r max , defined by the area enclosed by the smallest circle that encompass the entire cluster, equivalent to the half of the distance between the two farthest PMS stars in the system. These radii measurements imply that all seven clusters are compact. The ratio of these radii, r max /r equiv , provides a characterization of the elongation of each cluster which we provide in Col. 9, (e.g., Schmeja & Klessen 2006) . A circular distribution, with axis ratio equal to unity, has an elongation parameter of 1, while an elongated distribution with an axis ratio of 10 has an elongation parameter of ∼3 (Schmeja & Klessen 2006) . The measurements of this parameter of the detected clusters show that most of the main clusters are slightly elongated. Col. 10 and 11 gives the estimated cluster mass based on observations, while Cols. 12 and 13 give predicted masses based on the estimated mass of the MYSO and studies by Weidner & Kroupa (2004) and Weidner et al. (2013) . These cluster masses are discussed in more detail in the next section.
Estimates of Cluster Masses
For the estimation of the total mass of the cluster around each MYSO, we extract all stellar sources from the clean photometry sample within the 3σ isopleth of the density maps. These stars within the stellar clustering are shown in Figure 16 . We provide two estimates of the observed cluster masses: one using the 1 Myr isochrone and another using the 2.5 Myr isochrone (see Section 4.2 for justification). The masses of each star are based on the luminosities of the F110W and F160W filters and are interpolated from the Padova grid of models (Bressan et al. 2012; Chen et al. 2014; Tang et al. 2014) , corrected for the average extinction in the field (see Section 4.1). The masses of the stars were summed to calculate the detected mass of the embedded cluster, M ecl . The total cluster masses estimated by each of the F110W and F160W filters typically differed by less than 10%; we adopted the average of these two measurements as the "detected" cluster mass.
In order to add the undetected mass to the total cluster mass, we determined the mass of our photometric detection limit. The detection limit for field stars in the F814W filter (I-band) has an apparent magnitude m I ≈ 27 mag ( Figure 12 ). Using a distance modulus of 18.5 mag, the absolute magnitude detection limit is M I = 8.5 mag, which is approximately a K4 star of 0.7 M (Cox 2004) . We assume that the IMF of the cluster behaves like a Kroupa (2001) IMF, which suggests that the actual cluster mass should be 28% higher than the detected mass, calculated above. We add the missing mass to the detected cluster masses to find the final estimated cluster masses for ages of both 1 Myr and 2.5 Myr, which are reported as the "Estimated M ecl " in Col. 10 and 11 of Table 6 . The number of stars, radii, and masses of the clusters are comparable to typical embedded Galactic clusters (Lada & Lada 2003) .
A protostar (later than O-type) of a constant mass will have its luminosity decrease as it evolves from the pre-mainsequence to the main sequence. Therefore, using different age isochrones can drastically change the mass of the cluster. As seen in Table 6 , the estimated cluster masses for the 2.5 Myr isochrones are approximately 50% higher than that of the 1 Myr isochrones. In order to have a better idea of the uncertainty of the tabulated cluster masses, we also fit Padova isochrones for protostellar ages of 0.5 and 5 Myr. For 0.5 Myr isochrones, cluster masses were ∼25 -30% lower than those estimated using 1 Myr isochrones. For 5 Myr isochrones, cluster masses were typically ∼15-20% higher than those estimated using the 2.5 Myr isochrones. Moreover, extinction, which is both differential within the cluster and local due to protostellar envelopes at small scales, makes the determination of accurate masses for the PMS stars quite difficult, causing our analysis to probably underestimate the total mass of the clusters. Although there is a considerable amount of uncertainties, we consider the masses estimated from the 1 Myr and 2.5 Myr isochrones to be the best estimates of the cluster masses.
We consider the MYSOs mass estimates m max (Section 4.3) and we extrapolate them to the total mass of each cluster, as it is expected analytically from the IMF (Weidner & Kroupa 2004) and from the typical relation between the mass of the most massive star in a cluster and its cluster mass . These estimates for the clusters masses are also given in Table 6 (Cols. 12 and 13 respectively). The estimated and extrapolated cluster masses agree well with each other; the estimated cluster masses for both the 1 Myr and 2.5 Myr isochrones are almost all within a factor of two of the extrapolated masses using both the IMF and the m max - FIG. 16.-F110W, F160W color-magnitude diagrams of the all stars (gray circles) in the clean photometric sample within the 3σ isopleth of the KDE maps. Black circles show the locations the brightest sources (F160W magnitudes less than 18 mag) within 1 of the central MYSO. Black circles without a corresponding gray circle were sources that did not have a valid photometric fit in the F555W/F814W band and therefore were not included in our clustering analysis. Isochrones from the Padova family of models are shown corresponding to ages 0.01 (red), 0.1 (yellow), 0.5 and 1.0 (green), 2.5 (blue), and 5.0 Myr (violet).
M ecl relation. There are only two exceptions: 1) the mass estimated for 1 Myr isochrones for 052124 is over a factor of two different from both extrapolated masses; and 2) the mass estimated for 1 Myr isochrones for 053342 is over a factor of two different from that mass extrapolated from the m max -M ecl relation. Based on Figure 13 , the PMS population of the stars within both of the clusters encompassing 052124 and 053342 tend to be closer to the 2.5 Myr isochrone than the 1 Myr isochrone. Therefore, the higher masses estimated from the 2.5 Myr isochrones are probably more accurate estimates of the cluster masses for these two MYSOs. Given that our estimated cluster masses are similar to both of the extrapolated cluster mass estimates, we cannot declare that any of these 7 isolated MYSOs have significantly unique clustering properties.
The investigated regions show differences in their stellar clustering behavior. The region around MYSO 051906 encompasses one single centrally condensed star cluster with no other apparent stellar concentration around it (Figure 15 ). Approximately 35% of all PMS stars observed in the region belong to the cluster, with the remaining stars being uniformly distributed in the field. On the other hand, the regions for the rest of the MYSOs clearly show signatures of multiple clustered environments, hosting additional sparse but not uniform stellar distributions. The clusters around the MYSOs enclose in these regions vary from 15-25% of the complete observed PMS sample, with the remaining forming the surrounding stellar distributions.
With the exception of 051906, the distributed populations about the regions can account for stars that may have been formed in the same star formation event as the MYSO itself but in a less clustered fashion. Most of these MYOs have a PMS stellar distribution in the region of MYSO that is loose and somewhat remote from the cluster. However, that in the region of MYSO 053342 appears denser and directly related to the cluster which it encompasses. These dispersed distributions, especially the high extinction in the region of MYSO 053342, clearly imply the existence of molecular clouds (apparently the parental), which were not detected in our ancillary ISM data, but revealed through their faint PMS stars in our HST data. 6 . DISCUSSION We investigate the environments of seven apparently isolated MYSOs in the LMC in order to characterize -and eventually parametrize -the phenomenon of isolated high-mass star formation at its earliest HST observable stages. In the study described in the previous sections, the lack of isolation is apparent for all seven of the MYSOs. The unparalleled resolution of HST allowed for the direct detection of a plethora of faint PMS stars clustered around the MYSOs, which were undetected from previous low-resolution Spitzer and groundbased imaging. This discovery showed that these MYSOs are not isolated, at least not as far as their immediate environments are concerned. The observational contradiction between high-and low-resolution imaging about the isolation of high-mass stellar sources in the Magellanic Clouds is an issue that is already discussed in the literature (e.g., Gouliermis et al. 2007; Carlson et al. 2011 ). Including our dataset, every MYSO resolved with HST is found to be surrounded by lower-mass red sources.
While the selected targets meet some strict criteria for isolation, such as e.g., being at least 80 pc away from known GMCs or OB associations, this discovery introduces additional constraints to the interpretation of available observations, used as evidence for isolated high-mass star formation. If indeed it is the normal for such "isolated" high-mass stars to host compact clusters around them, one may ask the obvious question: "Does the clustering of stars around a highmass star under formation, with no other high-mass stars in its vicinity, still account for isolated high-mass star formation?" HST reveals populous distributions of faint sources (both clustered and dispersed) around our selected MYSOs, which, based on previous low-resolution (and low-sensitivity) observations, are apparently isolated. Does the existence of such distributions in the vicinity of a forming high-mass star challenge its supposed isolation?
Observations suggest that roughly 4 (± 2) percent of all Otype stars in the field of the Milky Way may have formed in isolation (de Wit et al. 2005 ). This fraction was successfully reproduced by random sampling from a typical stellar IMF and by selecting clusters from a power law cluster mass function (CMF) of slope β = 1.7. A study by Parker & Goodwin (2007) showed that selecting clusters from a standard CMF with β = 2 (see, e.g., Lada & Lada 2003) increases the fraction of isolated O-stars (defined in Parker & Goodwin 2007 as a star with a mass >17.5 M ) even more to about 17 percent. However, if Parker & Goodwin (2007) restrict their definition of an "isolated" O-star as those from stellar clusters of mass less than 100 M that do not contain any other stars >10 M , the fraction of apparently isolated O-stars drops dramatically to between 1 and 5 percent. This result suggests that isolated O-stars "are low-mass clusters in which massive stars have been able to form" (Parker & Goodwin 2007) .
On the other hand, as pointed out by Weidner et al. (2013, and references therein) , the IMF might not necessarily be randomly sampled, as was assumed by Parker & Goodwin (2007) . Instead the IMF could be optimally sampled in accordance to the m max -M ecl relation . For this optimal sampling, the IMF is scale-free and the upper mass limit m max on which the IMF is sampled changes based on the cluster mass M ecl . Our observations provide a basis for testing both optimal and random sampling of the IMF.
By estimating the mass of the clusters around the investigated MYSOs according to the proposed empirical relation between the mass of the most massive star and the cluster mass (e.g., Weidner et al. 2013 , optimal sampling), we find masses similar to those estimated from the data (Table 6 ). In the instance of MYSO 053342, the estimated mass is quite smaller than that estimated by the m max -M ecl relation. This difference may simply be due to the uncertainties for M ecl about this MYSO are especially large due to extinction and the method used in determining the area encompassing the cluster. We therefore cannot rule out the m max -M ecl relation.
Our analysis, which is focused on MYSOs, i.e., high-mass stars that are embedded and may still be accreting, provides observational evidence that indeed apparently isolated MYSOs do form within clusters. While the cluster masses are small ( 600 M ; Table 6 , Col. 10 and 11), they are all larger than 100 M .
19 Moreover, the O-stars in the sample contain intermediate mass B-stars. Therefore, none of the seven MYSOs in the sample would qualify for the Parker & Goodwin (2007) definition of an "isolated O-star" occurring due to random sampling. We note that, although some of the MYSOs in our sample may not satisfy the Parker & Goodwin (2007) definition of an O-star (i.e., we estimate four MYSOs to have masses of 14 M while Parker & Goodwin 2007 require 17.5 M ), random sampling of the IMF would suggest that these MYSOs are even more likely to be isolated. Based on our strict criteria for isolation, we selected MYSOs that are strong candidates to become isolated field stars. If these are indeed the most likely candidates to become field stars, then these data do not support the random sampling scenario suggested by studies of in situ formation of field O-stars. This may suggest that 1) our criteria poorly selects MYSOs that will become part of the isolated field population, and/or 2) observations of isolated "evolved" (i.e., unembedded mainsequence) O-stars (e.g., de Wit et al. 2004 Wit et al. , 2005 Lamb et al. 2010) do not properly characterize their initial star-forming environments.
If 1 to 5% of MYSOs form in isolation, then of the 248 GC09 MYSOs, ∼ 2 to 12 MYSOs in the LMC should be isolated. 20 Our selection criteria certainly eliminates many of the definite non-isolated MYSOs in the LMC; indeed half of the GC09 MYSOs have another MYSO within 25 pc (Figure 3) . In other words, if our selection criteria for isolation at least work in part, we are not randomly selecting seven MYSOs from the 248 GC09 MYSOs; instead, one could imagine that we are "randomly" selecting seven MYSOs from a smaller subset. Let us arbitrarily assume that we are randomly selecting 7 MYSOs from a subset of 50 MYSOs rather than 248. If only 2.48 or 12.4 (corresponding to 1 or 5% of all GC09 MYSOs) of these 50 sources are isolated, the probability of not random selecting an isolated MYSO from this subset is 68% or 12%, respectively. If we assume that our selection criteria does even better and we are randomly selecting from a subset of 25 MYSOs, these probabilities are now 43% or 0.2%, respectively. Given these scenarios, it is unlikely that 5% of all MYSOs in the LMC are isolated; however, it is certainly possible that 1% of the sources are isolated. In summary, if our selection criteria for MYSOs increase our chances of selecting isolated MYSOs and the IMF is randomly sampled, the LMC likely has significantly fewer than 5% of its MYSOs forming in isolation.
Although we cannot rule out random sampling, we also cannot rule out the possibility that absolutely no high-mass stars form in isolation. The search for isolated high-mass star formation based on populations of "evolved" O-type stars certainly imposes limitations in identifying clusters about Ostars because ionization and winds from the high-mass star may have erased any signature of the original gas in the cluster, and clusters are subject to ejections and dissolution (e.g., Gvaramadze et al. 2012) . Weidner et al. (2013) specifically cautioned interpreting clusters as isolated if they are known to be old ( 4 Myr) or gas-free since these clusters can lose a considerable amount of stars. Moreover, Pflamm-Altenburg & Kroupa (2010) showed that after formation in a cluster, Ostars can be expelled via a binary ejection event coupled with a subsequent sling-shot due to a supernova explosion, making it impossible to trace them back to clusters. Furthermore, observations of the more evolved O-type stars may have been limited by the dynamic range of the telescope since the brightness of an O-star may outshine the surrounding faint sources. In other words, the field O-stars may not represent their initial environment and may not supply any evidence of how the IMF is sampled.
Another result presented in this study is that all but one MYSO (051906) has an unambiguous detection of CO(1-0) in its immediate vicinity. Assuming that molecular gas in the LMC is reliably traced by CO emission, the reservoir of molecular gas associated with the MYSOs is small (M CO 2×10 4 M ), and well below the mass threshold that is usually adopted for GMCs. Our results may therefore indicate that "isolated" high-mass star formation can occur in low-mass gas clouds, contrary to the usual assumption that high-mass stars only form in GMCs. Alternatively, previous studies of the YSO population in the LMC have suggested that lower luminosity YSOs may outlive their natal GMCs (Wong et al. 2011 ) and this may also be the case for MYSOs. The latter scenario suggests that GMCs in the LMC can be efficiently disrupted on ∼Myr timescales, which is in moderate tension with empirical arguments for GMC lifetimes of 20-30 Myr (e.g., Kawamura et al. 2009 ). Alternatively, such observations could suggest multiple epochs of high-mass star formation in a GMC.
With the exception of 051906, the MYSOs in our sample show prevalence of multiple clusters in the region, clearly indicating that the high-mass stars are not forming in isolation across the extent of ∼ few 10 pc. On the other hand, in the case of MYSO 051906, apart from its own surrounding low-mass cluster, there are no additional clusters in its vicinity within a distance 60 pc, suggesting that this object is an isolated compact cluster. We chose the most isolated MYSOs in the entire LMC, and only one source has been confirmed as an isolated cluster. Therefore, an isolated compact cluster about an O-star appears to be rare phenomenon. Searching for in situ isolated high-mass stars may be instead a search for isolated compact clusters that contain an O-star.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A galaxy-wide search throughout the entire LMC shows that there are very few MYSOs that are forming outside of GMCs and not near other MYSOs or OB associations, i.e., they form in apparent isolation. Based on an ancillary set of imaging data from both Spitzer and ground-based telescopes, we constructed from typical star formation indicators a dataset of MYSOs that are considered to be the best candidates for forming in isolation. These sources are confirmed MYSOs with Spitzer IRS spectroscopy, and they emit enough ionizing photons to produce H II regions around them, confirmed with Hα imaging. They are also more than 80 pc away from any other MYSO (Gruendl & Chu 2009 ), OB association star (Lucke & Hodge 1970) , or GMC (Fukui et al. 2008; Wong et al. 2011) .
Our HST follow-up observations clearly demonstrate that while these MYSOs appear to be in isolated environments, they are actually surrounded by a plethora of PMS stars. Our clustering analysis of these stars shows that all MYSOs are members of compact clusters. Six of the regions have significant sub-structure, with the PMS stars being both sparsely distributed and in the compact clusters. These stellar alignments appear to be the signatures of the parental molecular cloud, which is presently undetected by CO surveys. A seventh analyzed MYSO (051906) was found to be surrounded by a single isolated compact low-mass stellar cluster with no other stellar distribution being associated with it, indicating that the parental cloud of this object did not produce stars in a dispersed fashion. Moreover, 051906 contains no known clusters within 60 pc (Bica et al. 2008) . Such an isolated cluster containing an O-star is a rare occurrence in the context of high-mass star formation.
The observed population of isolated field O-stars that are expected to form in situ (e.g., de Wit et al. 2004; Lamb et al. 2010; Oey et al. 2013; Lamb et al. 2015) are often considered to be a phenomenon of random sampling of the IMF, which allows O-stars to form in relative isolation (i.e., in clusters <100 M with no other star >10 M Parker & Goodwin 2007) . In other words, in situ O-stars forming in a cluster of mass <100 M is rare but not impossible. However, while the previous confirmations of isolated high-mass star formation among field main-sequence O-type stars (after correcting for runaways) provide evidence of in situ formation, they do not provide information on the environment where formation took place; radiation and winds from the high-mass star and dynamical events may have erased the signatures of the parental gas and the clustering around the O-star.
We investigate isolated high-mass star formation at a much earlier stage, i.e., the embedded MYSO stage. Based on our selection criteria, we have selected the best candidates for in situ, isolated high-mass star formation. We find cluster masses about these MYSOs to be larger than 100 M , suggesting that these MYSOs are not as isolated as typical field O-stars. While we cannot entirely rule out random or optimal sampling of the IMF, we suggest that a randomly sampled IMF should find that significantly less than 5% of LMC MYSOs are isolated.
With the present study we demonstrate that the investigation of the phenomenon referred to as "isolated high-mass star formation" requires the investigation of sources at earlier stages of their formation, such as MYSOs, which should still be embedded in their natal environments. Our investigation is the only observational study (apart from that presented by Selier et al. 2011 ) that approaches the issue strictly from this perspective. Based on our findings we argue that panchromatic high-resolution observations in the vicinity of apparently isolated MYSOs (and not main-sequence stars) will allow a better understanding of the conditions and the parameters that set the stage for high-mass stars to form in isolation. Below is the characterization of the isolation of each MYSO studied in this paper. These summaries are primarily based on Bica et al. (2008) and Seale et al. (2014) , which we will henceforth refer to BBDS08 and S14, respectively. Nebular complexes below that are labeled as "NXXX" are from Henize (1956) survey while those labeled with DEM LXXX are from the Davies et al. (1976) survey. The summaries primarily concentrate on possible (recent) star formation activity within 60 pc.
MYSO 045403
MYSO 045403 (full GC09 name: 045403.62-671618.5; Figure 4 ) is located toward the northwest of the LMC and lies between the two OB associations LH 3 and LH 6 (Lucke & Hodge 1970) . 045403 is located within the very faint nebular association DEM L19, 60 from the center, which is located inside the Shapley-VI star-forming region (van den Bergh 1981) . Of the 7 MYSOs observed with HST , 045403 is the closest to any OB association; while it is 100 pc from the center of any Lucke & Hodge (1970) OB association, more dispersed stars are found as close as 43 pc to the MYSO. Other than being within the DEM L19 nebular association, 045403 has no nearby (<60 pc) clusters or associations. S14 identified MYSO 045403 as Herschel source HSOBMHERICC J73.515422-67.271269 (henceforth in the appendix, we will drop the Seale et al. 2014 nomenclature "HSOBMHERICC" for brevity). The closest YSO to 045403 is located 12 pc away to the east and has an FIR luminosity of 260 L . In GC09, this YSO was identified as 045412.05-671627.1 and was considered a probable galaxy. However, this is likely a YSO based on the S14 Herschel analysis and clustering of young stellar sources about 045412.05-671627.1, as identified with the HST photometry from this study. Between 20 and 60 pc, there are six additional unclassified Herschel sources. In addition, a possible YSO (FIR luminosity of 450 L ) is located at a distance of 41 pc, but according to GC09, this source (045350.52-671354.7) is more likely to be a galaxy.
MYSO 050941
MYSO 050941 (full GC09 name: 050941.94-712742.1; Figure 5 ) is located toward the edge of the LMC and found in the very faint Hα region DEM L91. The extended emission emanating southwest of the MYSO was classified as a small H II region with an embedded cluster in Bica et al. (1999) and given the name BSDL770. The closest BBDS08 source to 050941 that is not associated with the 050941 star-forming complex is a star cluster 4. 3 (64 pc) away.
MYSO 050941 was identified as J77.423753-71.461699 in S14 and has two nearby dim Herschel sources in the star formation complex. These two sources are located in the extended emission toward the southwest of 050941 as seen in Figure 5 , with one identified as a YSO and the other without an identification. Two possible dust clumps are located at 17 and 24 pc away. Between 25 and 60 pc, there are three additional unclassified Herschel sources.
MYSO 051906
MYSO 051906 (full GC09 name: 051906.69-682137.4; Figure 6 ) is located toward the center of the LMC and was classified as N118. This MYSO has the least amount of CO(1-0) emission out of seven MYSOs observed with HST (see Figure 11 ). The closest source to 051906 in the BBDS08 catalog is a cluster located 4. 4 (66 pc) away.
MYSO 051906 was identified as J79.777027-68.360242 in S14 and has two unclassified Herschel sources, J79. 73786-68.358743 and J79.72038-68.350657 , approximately 13 and 21 pc away, respectively. These two objects are unclassified because they are very dim, and in the HST observations, they are present in diffuse regions. These sources are likely lowmass YSOs or dust clumps. The next closest Herschel source is the YSO J79.724858-68.381149, which was identified in GC09 as the probable YSO 051854.14-682251.9. This source is located approximately 26 pc away from the MYSO and has a FIR luminosity of 1200 L , indicating that it is likely an intermediate mass YSO. There are ten more lower mass (220 L or less) YSOs or unclassified Herschel sources in the range of 30 to 60 pc.
MYSO 052124
MYSO 052124 (full GC09 name: 052124.90-660412.9; Figure 7 ) is located in the north central part of the LMC within the large (24 ×20 ) nebular association DEM L154. Bica et al. (1999) identified a stellar association (BSDL1324) that is 4.8 pc east of the central protostar and appears to be part of the same star-forming complex, but with a much lower stellar density than the near vicinity of the MYSO (based on our cluster analysis; Section 5 and Figure 15) . The closest cluster/association not associated with 052124 is located 27 pc away. Five more clusters or associations are located within 27-60 pc.
MYSO 052124 was identified as J80.353044-66.069699 in S14. The star-forming complex also includes two unclassified Herschel sources, J80. 348375-66.067789 and J80.356315-66.075533 , within the same star formation region. GC09 identifies an intermediate mass "probable" YSO (052123.03-660346.9 ) that is located only 4.8 pc northwest from 052124. This source was not directly identified in S14, possibly due to confusion of emission with the large Herschel beam relative to Spitzer, but given the minor PMS clustering about this source (Figure 15 , northwest of MYSO 052124), it is likely a YSO. Two more unclassified S14 sources are within the WFC3/UVIS field of view, J80.356315-66.075533 and J80.369139-66.083579, but no obvious stellar clustering exists amongst the former source and the latter source lies outside the WFC3/IR field of view. Between 23 and 60 pc, there exist 3 more probable intermediate or low-mass YSOs, 9 unclassified sources, and 1 possible dust clump.
MYSO 053244
MYSO 053244 (full GC09 name: 053244.25-693005.7; Figure 8 ) is located just west of 30-Doradus, near DEM L224. There are two stellar clusters located within 60 pc, which are known as BSDL2278 (Bica et al. 1999 ) and SL558 (Shapley & Lindsay 1963) and are located 41 and 43 pc away from 053244, respectively.
MYSO 053244 was identified as J83.183507-69.501648 in S14. GC09 identified two nearby YSOs, 053249.44-693037.0 and 053239.66-693049.5 (S14 names J83.205424-69.510268 and J83.164597-69 .51341) at distances of 10 and 12 pc, respectively. In the Figure 15 maps about MYSO 053244, 053249.44-693037.0 is located in the contour toward the southeast of the MYSO and 053239.66-693049.5 is located in the contour southwest of the MYSO. Within 60 pc of the MYSO, there are 12 unclassified sources, a probable dust clump at 28 pc away (J83.168656-69.531878), and a definite YSO located 28 pc away (GC09 name 053239.22-693153.9).
MYSO 053342
MYSO 053342 (full GC09 name: 053342.15-684602.8; Figure 9 ) is located northwest of 30-Doradus. As seen in Figure 9 , there is a filamentary nebular feature across the YSO region, following roughly the north-south orientation (seen by the brown/red colors in the figure) and bubbles of ionized gas (seen by the blue colors, as well as the Hα emission seen in Figure 14 ) that seem to expand toward both east and west directions. 053342 is classified as the nebula N150 and DEM L233. The east and west bubbles are classified as separate sources in BBDS08. Specifically, the bright stellar-like feature seen at the top right of the right panel of Figure 9 is located 24 (6 pc) from the MYSO and was classified by Bica et al. (1999) as a small H II region with an embedded cluster and given the name BSDL2316. Our HST images show that BSDL2316 is probably part of the same star-forming region as 053342. S14 identifies two Herschel sources (J83. 426728-68.767114 and J83.427082-68.765922 , only resolved with PACS 100 µm) along the filamentary structure in the region of MYSO 053342. The emission is dominated by J83.426728-68.767114, with a FIR luminosity of 21000 L . S14 classified both of the Herschel sources as probable dust clumps rather than YSOs, which is likely due to the filamentary dust lane containing the objects. The environment surrounding this MYSO has many more Herschel sources nearby, with three unclassified sources between 16 and 30 pc, and another 21 Herschel sources between 30 and 60 pc. These 21 sources are a mix of unclassified sources, probable YSOs, and probable/possible dust clumps. None are high-mass because their FIR luminosities are about 240 L or less, and all are undetected with PACS 100 µm. Only one of these sources (58 pc away from the MYSO) was identified in GC09.
MYSO 053431
MYSO 053431 (full GC09 name: 053431.46-683513.9; Figure 10 ) is also located northwest of 30-Doradus and was identified as BSDL2408 in Bica et al. (1999) . The only BBDS08 sources within 60 pc are the clusters SL580 and SL583 (Shapley & Lindsay 1963) , which are located 28 and 45 pc away, respectively.
MYSO 053244 was identified as J83.631354-68.587125 in S14. Within the same star-forming region of the MYSO, S14 identified two more lower-mass probable YSOs (J83. 634501-68.588075 and J83.628613-68.585888 ) that are each located 1.4 pc from 053244. The S14 source J83.634501-68.588075 is coincident with the red, cometary-like source seen just southeast of the MYSO in Figure 10 . There are three more S14 sources within the WFC3/UVIS field of view. One of these sources is an unclassified source (J83.644506-68.574154) located 13 pc away from the MYSO, and the other two are YSOs (J83.653678-68.568566 and J83.672002-68.566178) which are located 18 and 23 pc away. These three sources all lie upon the faint extinction feature that extends north/northeast from the MYSO. Within 60 pc, S14 identifies 10 unclassified sources, 1 probable YSO, and 1 probable dust clump.
